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Info for the project
The Youth Exchange "Comics, a method for Social Inclusion" is happening form
11th until 16th of May 2023 in Ponikva, North Macedonia. The YE is part of the
Erasmus+ program, funded by the National Agency for European Educational
Programmes and Mobilities. The partners for this YE are: I change me... and the
world, Greece; Latvijas Autisma apvieniba, Latvia; Sitoded, Turkey .

To get to know more about the everyday life of people with disabilities and their involvement in the
society 
To explore good practices about people with disabilities on local and national level in each of the
project partners countries 
To learn more about the different groups the people with disabilities are facing and how to
communicate and work with each of them 
To introduce the basic design for comics as a method which can be used in youth work 
To use the comics as a way to express the local realities of the people with disabilities

The objectives of the YE: 

Comics

FOR SOCIAL INCLUSION

A METHOD

Funded by the European Union. Views and opinions expressed are however those of the author(s) only and do not
necessarily reflect those of the European Union or the European Education and Culture Executive Agency (EACEA).
Neither the European Union nor EACEA can be held responsible for them.



It's Ognam get
him!!!

...Somewhere dirty...
Mechanic arms are

just darn new type of
robery!!!

Go away you peasants, I am gonnadestroy you,and don't careabout it!!!!

OH NOOOOOOO!!!!

GUYS I think 
we should run!!

You are not getting
away from me!!



A dog! I must
save it.

I love to watch bad
guys get hurt!



You are my
dog now <3



The
End

Done by: daniels beikmanis, Mateja filipovska, miltiadis nanos, 
angela zdravkovska, edanur bas


